In this paper, we investigate the quantum scalar fields in massive BTZ black hole background. We study the entropy of the system by evaluating the entanglement entropy with the use of discretized approach. Specifically, we fit the results with log -modified formula of the black hole entropy which is introduced by quantum correction. The coefficients of leading and sub-leading terms affected by the mass of graviton are numerically analyzed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes are solutions of Einstein equation in general gravitational theories, and the black hole is one of fascinating parts of our universe. Black holes are thermal systems because they were found to have temperature and entropy. The temperature of a black hole is proportional to the surface gravity at the event horizon. In the case of general relativity, the entropy, known as Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, is usually proportional to the area of the event horizon in the framework of black hole thermodynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 1 . However, when one considers quantum fields in the vicinity of black holes, the area law of entropy will get an additional quantum corrections. Till now, physicists have made plenty of attempts to disclose the microscopic essence of the black hole entropy and its connection with the area of event horizon. For instance, the authors of [10] [11] [12] computed the entropy by evaluating the Euclidean action. The connecting between the entropy and instanton amplitude, which describes the pair production of charged black holes, can be seen in [13] . The proposal that the entropy is the Noether charge of the bifurcate Killing horizon has been addressed in [14, 15] . Later, the symmetry based approach to black hole entropy has been proposed, which connects the central charge of conformal field theory to the black hole entropy [16, 17] . This proposal of the central charge of the Virasoro algebra on the horizon has been generalized into the case of Witt algebra [18] , surface charge algebra [19] , Virasoro algebra null surfaces [20] and 2−cocycles on the Lie algebra [21] and so on.
We know that the consideration of quantum mechanics gives rise to the thermal Hawking radiation, which does not carry information. One viewpoint is that the quantum gravity theory, such as string theory and loop quantum gravity, is called for to understand this information loss paradox. However, it was addressed in [22] that the interior of black holes has a 'fuzzball' structure. This gives a qualitative picture of how classical idea breaks down in black hole physics and the information paradox can be resolved. Especially, the authors somehow took care of both the near horizon behaviors and possible existence of singularity instead of focusing on one of them in the discussion. It is noticed that the microscopic derivation of black hole entropy was proposed with D-brane method in string theory [23] and in brick wall model [24] . On the other hand, the entanglement entropy is a measure of the correlation between subsystems, which are separated by a boundary called the entangling surface. It is a measure of the information loss due to the division of the system, and so it depends on the geometry of the boundary [25, 26] . The entanglement entropy model, as one of the most attractive candidate of the black hole entropy, has been widely studied [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
In this paper, we aim to investigate the entropy of massive BTZ black hole [35, 36] via calculating its entanglement entropy by introducing a massless quantum scalar field. We shall apply the discretized approach to evaluate the entropy of the quantum scalar field in the spacetime by analyzing the similar harmonic oscillator, and we closely follow the procedure shown in [25, 37, 38] . We note that, similar studies on (rotating) BTZ black hole with massless or massive scalar field have been done in [39, 40] , where the authors numerically analyzed the effect of angle momentum (J) and mass of scalar field (m s ) on the coefficients in the entanglement entropy of BTZ black hole.
Here, we shall focus on the effect of the mass of graviton on the entanglement entropy in three dimensional massive black hole. As is known that black holes provide a particle environment for testing gravity and are incredibly important theoretical tools for exploring general gravity, and Schwarzschild black hole is the most general spherically symmetric vacuum solution. Massive gravity theory is one of the theories beyond Einstein's gravity theory with massless graviton. In recent years, some cosmologists propose the idea of massive graviton to modify general relativity. One can also make contributions to explain the accelerated expansion of the universe without dark energy [41] . Early attempt of the construction in massive gravity has been established, such as linear theory of gravity [42] and nonlinear model for massive gravity [43] . Recently, significant progress has been made in constructing massive gravity theories, which would avoid instability, see for example [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Various phenomenology of massive gravity has also been investigated widely. Moreover, the massive terms in the gravitational action break the diffeomorphism symmetry in the bulk, which corresponds to momentum dissipation in the dual boundary field theory [51] .
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the massive BTZ black hole in three dimensional gravity theory in section II. We study the formula of the entanglement entropy of the massless quantum scalar field, and then evaluate the (sub-)leading coefficients of the entropy by fitting the numerical results in section III. Section IV contributes to our conclusions.
II. MASSIVE NEUTRAL BTZ BLACK HOLE
We first briefly review the three dimensional Einstein-massive gravity with the action [35, 36] 
where R is the scalar curvature, Λ = −1 L 2 is the cosmological constant, and the last terms are Fierz-Pauli mass terms where m denotes the mass of graviton [52] . Here, c i are constants and U i 's are symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalues of the 3 × 3 matrix K µ ν ≡ √ g µα f αν . In this matrix, g denotes the background metric, and the fixed rank−2 symmetric tensor f is the reference metric which is inevitably included to construct the massive term of graviton in massive gravity and its form will be chosen later. As addressed in [45, 53] , U i can be written as
where the dots denote the higher order terms of K . The square root in K denotes matrix square root, i.e, (
, and the rectangular brackets denotes traces, i.e.,
We note that the study of ghost-free massive gravity can be seen in [46, 48] .
The action (1) gives us the Einstein equation
where the Einstein tensor G µν and massive term χ µν are
In order to solve the equation of motion, we take the ansatz of the metric as
where f (r) is an arbitrary function of radial coordinate, and we will work with L = 1 so that Λ = −1. Also following [54] , we choose the ansatz of the reference metric as 2
where c is a positive constant, φ a (x) is kind of coordinate transformation using η ab and different choices for the φ a fields correspond to different gauges. Then with the metric ansatz (7), U i 's in (2) can be calculated as [46, 55] 
which means that in three dimensional case, the only contribution of massive terms comes from the term U 1 in the action.
Subsequently, the independent Einstein equations are
the solution to which is
Here M is an integration constant which is related to the total mass of the black hole. We note that in the absence of massive term with m = 0, the solution recovers neutral BTZ black hole f (r) = r 2 − M without rotation.
Applying the standard method, we obtain the temperature of the black hole as
where r + is the event horizon satisfying f (r + ) = 0 and the Hawking entropy of the black hole is
For the convenience of further study, we shall do kind of transformation of the metric. The solutions to f (r) = 0 are
Then, we introduce the proper length, ρ, by the coordinate transformation
Subsequently, the metric of the black hole can be rewritten in terms of the proper length as
where we have defined u 2 = r 2 − M + m 2 cc 1 r. In the following study, we will set c = c 1 = 1 without loss of generality.
III. ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY OF MASSIVE BTZ BLACK HOLE WITH

SCALAR FIELDS
A. Free massless scalar fields in massive BTZ black hole
The action of massless scalar field in the curved spacetime is
In the background of massive BTZ black hole (16) , considering the cylindrical symmetry of the system and the form of the scalar field
we then further evaluate the action (17) as
where we defined L n as the Lagrangian density for the n−mode.
The conjugate momentum corresponding to Φ n is given by
Therefore, the Hamiltonian density of the system is
where we introduced ψ n (t, ρ) = 2u
and
To proceed, we discretize the system for the convenience of computation via
where A,B=1,2 ...N and 'a' is the UV cut-off length, so that N ∝ r + a. We note that the continue limit recovers when a → 0 and N → ∞ as the size of system is fixed. Then, the Hamiltonian of the discretized system can be obtained by replacing
in (21), the expression of which is then
Here, V n AB is N × N matrix representation given as
with Σ (n)
With the Hamiltonian (26)- (29) in hands, we are ready to apply the method shown in appendix A to evaluate the entanglement entropy of the system.
B. Numerical result of entanglement entropy
Following appendix A, the entanglement entropy of the above system is given by [56] 
where S(n B , N ) is the entanglement entropy of the total system N with partition n B ; S 0 is the entanglement entropy of the system for n = 0 and S n is the entropy of the subsystem for a given 'n', respectively. We first study the entanglement entropy of the massive BTZ black hole at large N, which means that the change of result is not significant with increasing N . The numerical results are shown in table I. We numerically calculate the S n for n B = 10, 50 and 100 at fixed N = 100, and then we sum over 'n' as S total . Specially, we show the results with different mass of graviton. The properties are summarized as follows. First, for fixed N and m, larger n B corresponds to bigger S n and S total . Second, with fixed n B and m, S n decreases for larger n and finally it becomes slightly significant to the total entanglement entropy. These properties are specifically similar to those observed in [39] . Third, with fixed n B , S total is suppressed by stronger mass of graviton. Next, we numerically evaluate the entanglement entropy of the system with finite N . The entropy of the massive BTZ black hole is proportional to the area of the horizon as shown in (13) , which we rewrite as S = c 1 r + a and c 1 is a constant while a is the UV cut-off used to discretize the system. Considering the quantum effect, we should estimate the logarithmic correction to the black hole entropy as 3
where c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are all coefficients to be determined. We numerically calculate the entropy (30) and fit the results by (31) shown in figure 1 . The fitted coefficients affected by the mass of graviton are shown in table II. We see that the coefficient of the linear term, c 1 , decreases as m, which is further fitted in figure 2. c 1 in the entanglement entropy is dependent of m, which is different from the constant in the Hawking entropy (13) . This is reasonable because as we mentioned in footnote 3 that whether this entanglement entropy is exactly the black hole entropy is still an open question. It is worthwhile to point out that the entanglement entropy of massive black hole has also holographically studied in [57, 58] via Ryu-Takayanagi formula [59] , and it was found that the massive of graviton would affect the entanglement entropy. So we argue that the massive term has explicit print on the entanglement entropy 3 The entanglement entropy we study here is defined by the von Neumann entropy relation S A = −T r A (ρ A log ρ A ) of the system with black hole and the scalar field. Whether this entanglement entropy is exact the black hole entropy (13) is still an open question deserving further study. We choose the fitting scheme because usually any entropy satisfies the area law and involves log correction from quantum affect. It is noticed that the sub-sub-leading corrections may be flexible, but the choice could not affect the qualitative results of the (sub)-leading terms.
of black hole could be a universal property in massive gravity, even though the deep physics call for further study. Our result shows that the effect of mass of graviton on the entropy is similar to that of mass of scalar field observed in [40] . The sub-leading coefficient, c 2 is minus and also decreases as the mass increases while the fitting of c 3 is positive and bigger in massive BTZ black hole. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have evaluated the entanglement entropy of massive BTZ black hole by introducing a massless quantum scalar field with the use of the discretized approach. We found that in all cases, S n decreases as n increases and finally it is not significant to the total entropy. Meanwhile, when we increase n B , the entropy increases. The results are very similar to that found in [39] . We also obtained that the larger mass of graviton would reduce the entropy. This means that comparing to the theory with massless graviton, the entropy computed by entanglement entropy in massive BTZ black hole is suppressed. Furthermore, we fitted the entropy by the quantum correction formula (31) and found the effect of massive term on the fitting coefficients. The linear coefficient decreases as m increases, which is similar to the effect of the mass of scalar field obtained in [40] . The sub-leading coefficient of log term is suppressed while the constant c 3 is enhanced in massive BTZ black hole. Reminding that m also explicitly affects the holographic entanglement entropy in massive gravity, we argued that it is universal that the massive term has print on the entanglement entropy of black hole in massive gravity, but the deep physics deserve further study.
As it was investigated in [60] , it would be very interesting to extend our study by introducing Fermion field instead of scalar field into massive gravity and see the effect of massive term. We shall present the study elsewhere in the near future.
Appendix A: Model of entanglement Entropy
In this appendix, we review the discretized method to calculate the entanglement entropy for scalar fields [25] . Consider the system with coupled harmonic oscillators q A , (A = 1, ......., N ), the Hamiltonian of which is
Here p A and p B are canonical momentums conjugate to the q A and q B , respectively, which are defined by the relation p A = a δ ABq B with the Kronecker delta δ AB . V AB is real, symmetric, positive definite matrix and "a" is fundamental length characterizing the system. By defining a symmetric, positive definite matrix via V AB = W AC W C B , one can rewrite the total Hamiltonian as,
The new operators (p A + iW AC q C ) and (p B − iW BD q D ) are the annihilation and creation operators respectively, which are similar to those of harmonic oscillator problem and they obey similar commutation relation, [a A , a † B ] = 2W AB .
In the harmonic oscillator system, then the ground state ψ 0 satisfies (p A − iW AC q C ) ψ 0 >= 0 (A3) and the solution is [25] ψ 0 ({q C }) = < {q C } ψ 0 >= det W π
Therefore, the density matrix of the ground state is
We 
Thus, the density matrix can be further reduced into [25] , ρ red ({q a }, {q b }) = Π n π −1 2 exp − 1 2 (q n q n + q ′ n q ′n −
where λ i are the eigenvalues of the matrix Λ a b = (M −1 ) ac N cb . Thus, the entanglement entropy of the system can be calculated by the relation (30) with S n = − i ln(λ 
